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An enchanted photo walk around Zagreb’s Upper Town

1st Night: Introduction
Here at Secret Zagreb, we’ve been traditionally organizing an
increased number of dark evening tours in October for visitors
and locals alike since 2013. As 2020 wasn’t exactly going as
planned, it wasn’t possible to organize our usual 13 Days of
Halloween event.
Worry not! We weren’t going to leave you without the
mysterious Zagreb tales even in this strange year. Our Iva
Silla teamed up with photographer Branko Nađ. Together
we prepared 13 Nights photoblog. Each evening, from 19
to 31 October 2020, a new curious tale from Secret Zagreb
archives reminded us of the city’s ancient soul on our
social networks. With all the delightful reactions from our
followers, we decided to turn those stories into an e-book.
We hope it will inspire you to enjoy a quiet evening walk through
the old town, surrounded only by the thin mist, in search of
whispers of times long past.
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2nd Night: Radićeva Street
We are in Radićeva street and are just about to reach the medieval
Upper Town. Most of our 13 Nights tales are placed in that area because
it’s full of ancient secrets.
Before we go into the old town, we need to warn you: those pretty
bright lights in the back of this photo don’t mean that the Lower Town
is completely deprived of mysterious events. The street behind our dark
guide leads straight down to the main city square. Right there, near the
skyscraper, there used to be a house of Konstancija Jelačić back in the
19th century.
Konstancija... what a lovely name... for a ghost! Konstancija died rather
young and wasn’t at peace with that. There were rumors and whispers
all around the city about a pale female figure behind her windows late
at night. People used to hear a strange noise from her basement.
Konstancija kept coming back in death. It all culminated when a lady,
who lived in the house after Konstancija’s death, woke up in the middle
of the night and felt an eerie touch of a burning hand. She turned
around and saw a white ghost lady in the bed next to her. Konstancija
left a burning mark of her ghostly palm on the lady’s back.
We will leave the main square with Konstancija’s ghost behind and
invite you to follow our guide into the “safety” of the quiet old town.
The next short tale is waiting at the very entrance of the old town, in
front of the Stone Gate.

3rd Night: Stone Gate
We have finally reached the Upper Town area. Several gates guarded
the old town, but only one of them has survived all those centuries:
Kamenita vrata / Stone Gate.
Unsuspecting tourists sometimes find local descriptive toponyms
a bit misleading. We’ve seen them searching for a bridge covered in
fresh blood many times when all we have is a tiny street with a funny
name Krvavi most / Bloody Bridge. We’ve seen them looking for a door
made of stone even more times, but there’s no door anymore at the
tunnel-like structure of the Stone Gate.
Stone Gate is one of the most important monuments of the city. As a
bonus, it hides a few curiosities. The most famous oddity is the painting
of the Virgin Mary and baby Jesus. If you take a close look at the
painting, you will notice dark stains in its corners, stains that look like
burn marks. According to a famous local legend, the painting was
discovered intact after the great 1731 fire. The fire raged through the
town destroying many buildings. It even destroyed the frames of the
painting. And stopped at its edges leaving the painting intact. The
miracle lives on inside the Stone Gate passage, where the scent of
candles and whispering prayers mesmerize those who pass through.
Some people call the Stone Gate building - the Dragon Tower. The top
floor is where members of the Brethern of Croatian Dragon society
meet on regular basis. The organization still exists, has a tradition of
over a century, and is surrounded by a thick veil of mystery.
Medieval gate, miraculous painting, dragon society... Time to move on.
Follow our tour guide to a quiet square within the old town.

4th Night: Jezuitski Trg
The 4th of our 13 Nights brings us to the Jesuit Square in the Upper Town
area. The Jesuit priests left many memories right here. The square is
surrounded by what used to be their monastery (behind our guide), their
church, and their gymnasium. Zagreb celebrated 350 years of itsUniversity in 2019. This long tradition is connected with the Jesuit Academy.
The Jesuits brought a lot of progress to the town upon their arrival.
They brought knowledge. And, whether they planned it or not, some
of that knowledge started the scariest, and at the same time, the most
romanticized era in local history: the notorious Zagreb witch hunts.
Residents of Zagreb were quick to learn: the devil is between us and
is tempting the weak ones to join him in his naked dance. Women
who answered the call and made a deal with the devil are hiding their
devil’s seal on the darkest and hairiest spots of their bodies. Fear not,
for the local investigators are hard to trick. They will find the mark, and
expose the witch after piercing the suspicious spot on their body with a
dagger! After a throughout and extremely persuasive questioning,
thanks to the latest torture ideas from more developed places in
Europe, the “trials” often resulted in the most vivid confessions...
and death of local witches.
To conclude, a lot of historians relate the significant increase of witch
hunts and cruelty towards women to the arrival of Jesuits to Zagreb.
If that’s true, this square is where it all started from. Three and a half centuries later, are we sure that the witch in us has nothing to be afraid of?
Let’s continue our dark photo tour to a pretty viewpoint.

5th Night: Gradec Viewpoint
This lovely viewpoint overlooks the area of Kaptol with the centuries-old,
yet ever-changing landmark of the cathedral. The cathedral spires are an
ominous reminder of the shaky ground beneath us. Up until March 2020,
the spires were sharp like a pencil. Up until 140 years ago, there was only
one spire. On both occasions, the cathedral was severely damaged in a
big earthquake.
The recent earthquake happened at the start of the corona-lockdown.
The biggest earthquake in the history of the city, the one from 1880,
began thanks to a huge beast from the underground. After that quake,
people talked about a giant dragon under the city. The sleeping dragon
is miles long, with its head close to the cathedral. When it wakes up, the
earth moves.
Luckily enough, there is a school for dragon tamers just next to the
cathedral. The building to its left used to be known as the Black School. To
be perfectly honest, it’s a seminary. However, common people seemed to
be intimidated by the young priests’ fast acquired wisdom. They started
calling them Black-Schoolers, and telling all sorts of stories about them.
They knew how to create hailstorms and ride dragons.
Those stories weren’t formed around the students. They were formed
around the building. The Black School stands where the Black House
used to stand. Because of the owner’s treason, the bishop ordered
that the house should be painted black. A black house just next to the
cathedral, with smashed windows and broken doors, quickly became
home to all sorts of creatures of the night: cats, owls, bats... No wonder
people started telling stories.
Kaptol seems so far away from over here. Let’s stick to the Upper Town.
Follow our guide to a dark park at the edge of the old town.

6th Night: Park Grič
Charming Park Grič at the edge of the old town is a bit tucked away,
which makes it such a romantic spot. It’s one of the best places in the
Upper Town to enjoy the pink Zagreb sunsets.
The pretty park has no business within the massive town walls and such
a sight should raise questions. Empty areas within the limited territory
surrounded by medieval fort are too much of a luxury. The answer is in
what lies beneath.
Most of the passers-by don’t even notice several very interesting
informative panels in the park. The panels tell us just how many layers
of history are there. Usually, people simply enjoy the serenity of the
place, without the slightest idea where the quietude comes from.
However, if they find themselves alone in the park at night, a single
glaze upon the panels would give them creeps as they would realize
that the area of the park used to be - a cemetery! They might still be
standing directly above the 17th-century skeletons. There used to be
almost 200 graves under the surface of the park! Only a part of them
was thoroughly researched and exhumed, while the rest of it is left in
the park ground.
Think twice before you sit down on one of the inviting benches of Park
Grič around twilight. For a blink of a second, you might spot a strange
shadow or simply feel the creeps crawling up your spine from behind.

7th Night: Park Grič
We’re so enchanted by Park Grič that we’re staying here for one more
tale. Wait... what is that sound? Frightening laughter! It’s coming from
the Witch Stairs!
There used to be a Capuchin friars’ monastery next to this park. Just
around the corner, there is a dark wooden staircase named after the
good monks - Kapucinske stube / Capuchin Stairs. Locals colloquially use
a different name: the Witch Stairs - because of the menacing witches’
laughter and high-pitched screams coming from the darkness of the
staircase at night.
The building on the photo is the hydrometeorological institute where
a researcher called Andrija Mohorovičić worked. Inspired by the shaky
ground of the area, he didn’t buy the story about the sleeping dragon
causing earthquakes. Finally, back in 1910, he reached his discovery
of the so-called Moho-layer: the layer between the Earth’s crust and
mantle that causes earthquakes. He is considered to be the father
of modern seismology. A crater on the dark side of the moon carries
his name. These days, the story about a sleeping dragon that causes
earthquakes sounds like a fantasy. Back then, Mohorovičić was even
more of a character from a fantasy tale. Forget the Blackschoolers,
Andrija was a true dragon tamer.
Witches, dragons, old bones...enough of this eerie park. Our next tale
takes you to the very heart of the old town - St Mark’s Square.

8th Night: Markov Trg
We’ve reached the center of the old Upper Town - Markov trg / St Mark’s
Square. The beautiful Gothic portal of St Mark’s church seems like a clue
to the square’s goth history.
Standing at St Mark’s square, you might be standing directly on top of
a centuries-old skeleton! During a recent renovation of the square, they
found graves only a few inches under our feet. Some of them are still there.
There’s a lot of old bones at the square. The government building on the
west side was built on the spot of a small St Ursula’s church with crypts
underneath. What happened to the crypts, you ask? We’re not sure, but if
they’re still down there, under the Croatian government’s meeting hall, this
could explain some unfortunate decision-making coming from that room.
The city hall on the south side of the square is where one of the town’s
torture chambers used to be. In the center of the square, on the floor, you
can spot marks of a former pillar of shame.
If the history of the place is not bad enough, let’s consult the legends.
There’s one about secret tunnels that connect St Mark’s church with the
medieval fortress of Medvedgrad up in the mountain. There’s another
legend about a dragon in the well... and so on, and so on...
We could spend a couple of hours talking only about the vivid history
and legends of this square. But it’s time to move on. We’re heading to
another place with a very interesting underground.

9th Night: Museum of the City of Zagreb
If you take a better look at the photo, you might notice that the building
on the right still shows parts of the medieval fortification wall. That
means we’ve finally found a way out of the old Upper Town.
Bad choice, though. You should never get out of the safety of the old
town after dark. All the decent people will be behind the sealed city
gates, and only the witches can be spotted outside in the darkest hour,
dancing at the junctions and preparing their gross ointments made of
children’s limbs.
The building on the right of the photo is the museum of the city. It has
some amazing exhibits. Archaeological research of the ground under
the museum unveiled many secrets. They discovered a prehistoric
settlement that you can visit right where it was found - in the basement
of the museum! They found traces of Celtic pottery. Maybe the local
redheads truly are witches, for they might have inherited the ancient
Celtic wisdom and magic from their ancestors who lived in nowadays
Zagreb a while ago.
Croatia is full of vivid lore and folk customs. Halloween is not one of them,
though. Still, there are some villages where they traditionally carve scary
pumpkins on Halloween. Now that we know that Celts are no strangers to
these lands, it’s easier to understand where do those customs come from.
We’re going to test our luck and move even further away from the old
town. Our last few locations are perfectly eerie.

10th Night: Ilirski Trg
Here we are, at Ilirski Trg square, just outside of the massive medieval
walls that used to protect the residents of Zagreb from the human
dangers during the day.... and the otherworldly ones at night.
Up until the 19th century, there was not a thing outside of the old
town, except for an empty road on the ridge of St George’s hill that led
straight to a small church surrounded by a graveyard. For a safe start of
a path to the cemetery, there was a giant cross on this spot, as it should
be at crossroads. These days, a little gothic-revival-style chapel guards
the place, beautiful yet almost invisible, so wonderfully in tune with this
little square.
Ancient folk wisdom sees the real secret of this place in the group of
trees that surround it. The realm of the dead is so seamlessly connected
to this place. Graveyard up the road, actual tombstones as a building
material of the wall opposite to it.
Crossroads are magical, at least that’s what people used to believe.
Especially the one so close to the old town, at the beginning of an empty
road towards a cemetery. Only 200 years ago, it was so easy for people
to imagine strange occurrences on this spot at night. Tales about dark
shadows gathering at this intersection, or black carriages driven by
devils dressed as men with top hats!
There’s only one safe way to pass a place where three roads meet: never
look back. It’s also good to wear your underwear inside out to confuse
the creatures of the night.
Without looking back, we are about to pay a visit to one of the creepiest
places in the town: St George’s graveyard.

11th Night: Jurjevsko Groblje
The entrance of Jurjevsko groblje / St George’s cemetery is proof that,
at times, if you wish to stop people from coming in, all you have to do is
leave a door wide open. Something is intimidating about this portal, so
intimidating that people believe they shouldn’t enter the area behind it.
There’s no fence, the gate is open. Still, the very sight of this portal sends
the message that you should stick to the other side of the street and just
pass by, no snooping around.
There’s a lot of mystery surrounding St George’s cemetery. The very
presence of St George in the place name could indicate ancient
beliefs connected to the dragon deity, ruler of the underworld. Quite
appropriate for a graveyard.
The St George’s church was mentioned for the first time as early as in the
14th century. The first burials started in the 16th century. Back then, the
graveyard carried a romantic name: At the Chestnut Tree.
St George’s cemetery used to be the biggest in Zagreb. Only one house
in the street was built within the area of the former cemetery. Rumor has
it: that house was built on top of the buried remains.
In nowadays city center, there used to be around 20 cemeteries by the
second half of the 19th century! So many, that a theory exists: the word
Zagreb means “behind a grave”... or “beyond a grave”.
Spending another of our tales at a cemetery gives us spooks. But we
haven’t even had the time to see the graves tonight, so it’s worth sticking
around for another night.

12th Night: Jurjevsko Groblje
We are now inside St George’s cemetery. An eerie sensation comes over
you if you visit it all by yourself at night. No lights and just a few graves left.
The early graves weren’t properly marked since this was the paupers’
cemetery. Some of the old bones might still be trapped in the roots of
the trees around St George’s Church.
Tombstones on the photo are a bit younger, from the 1800s. People
are rather curious about this location. We mentioned in the previous
story that the city used to have around 20 cemeteries in nowadays city
center. They were exhumed and transferred. How come this one still
has a few graves? And why precisely these, when there used to be so
many more?
As they ask questions, people sometimes search for answers in the
most unusual places. When you visit, take a good look at the symbols
on the graves. There are pyramidal gravestones, hourglasses with
wings and a sigh, there are fleurs de lis, skull with crossed bones, a
handshake, a black angel, the all-seeing eye... When a curious soul
stumbles upon the graves full of strange symbols, no wonder they
get so many questions and eventually find their answers in mysteries.
Do some secret societies have something to do with this place?
A strange sensation that gives you goosebumps, warns you that it’s
time to get back to the safety of our homes. Stay just a little bit more.
We can’t let you go before you read one last story.

13th Night: Black Queen
To conclude the 13 Nights photoblog, we opted for a story that has survived
at least 6 centuries, a tale we keep mentioning on most of our tours. So
omnipresent that it will follow you around the town wherever you go. When
you finish with the previous spots, you’re free to go. It doesn’t matter where
you are in Zagreb, a dark shadow could be lurking from the underground,
following you around, enchanting you in hope that it is you who will set her
free from her curse. It’s Crna kraljica / the Black Queen.
Black Queen is a dark shadow that used to rule the fortress of Medvedgrad
deep in the woods of Zagreb. She used to send her pet raven at people
to torment them. She used to throw her lovers from her towers as soon
as they started annoying her. She tried to trick the devil himself. That got
her punished, turned into a serpent. She is still in the tunnels beneath us,
guarding her cursed treasure.
Historians believe this story is inspired by a historical ruler and their most
common choice is Barbara Celjska, a 15th-century queen of Croatia. But
is this only history? What if the legends are true? In case they are, be
especially cautious when you’re in the old town. Your footsteps in an
otherwise quiet area, just above her hidden passages, might wake her up.
It’s not just her. If you’re near the woods of Zagreb, make sure you get
to the busy streets before the Sun sets. Lock the door behind you as
you hide inside while Zagreb creatures ominously laugh from the dark
corners at the edge of the old town.
The 13th of our nights has come. Now you know there’s so much to fear
when you walk the dark streets of Zagreb at night.

If you’re far away from Zagreb at the moment,
enjoy this selection of strange local history and legends
and continue dreaming about visiting Zagreb.
If you are in Zagreb right now, you could use this booklet as a
self-guided tour. It would take you around 1 hour to visit all of the spots.
Make sure to wear comfortable shoes as some roads are uneven and hilly.
Most of the locations and stories are included in our
Zagreb Ghosts and Dragons Tour
Contact us at
info@secret-zagreb.com
or check out
www.secret-zagreb.com
for more information about our tours and gamified activities.
Follow BN Photography on Instagram
and dive into the magic of Croatian nights:
bn_photo000
Follow Secret Zagreb on social media for more Zagreb tales:
SecretZagrebWalks
@secretzagreb

